SUMMARY Bone Mineral Density (BMD) is an indicator of osteoporosis that is an increasingly serious disease, particularly for the elderly. To calculate BMD, we need to measure tthe volume of the femur in a noninvasive way. In this paper, we propose a noninvasive bone volume measurement method using x-ray attenuation on radiography and medical knowledge. The absolute thickness at one reference pixel and the relative thickness at all pixels of the bone in the x-ray image are used to calculate the volume and the BMD. First, the absolute bone thickness of one particular pixel is estimated by the known geometric shape of a specific bone part as medical knowledge. The relative bone thicknesses of all pixels are then calculated by x-ray attenuation of each pixel. Finally, given the absolute bone thickness of the reference pixel, the absolute bone thickness of all pixels is mapped. To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, experiments on 300 subjects were performed. We found that the method provides good estimations of real BMD values of femur bone. Estimates shows a high linear correlation of 0.96 between the volume Bone Mineral Density (vBMD) of CT SCAN and computed vBMD (all P<0.001). The BMD results reveal 3.23% difference in volume from the BMD of CT SCAN. key words: medical image processing, osteoporosis, bone mineral density, active contour model, volume BMD, linear attenuation coefficients
Introduction
Osteoporosis is a serious diseases. However, people with osteoporosis do not seek medical aid until something happens: generally a fracture, less commonly loss of height and back pain. Worldwide, the number of hip fractures has been estimated to rise from 1.7 million in 1990 to 6.26 million by the year 2050. This is mostly due to the increasing life expectancy and increasing size of the population in nearly all countries [1] . Osteoporosis is caused by insufficiency of calcium. Thus we need to periodically monitor BMD which indicates calcium density in bone. In 1994, the World Health Organization (WHO) proposed guidelines for the diagnosis of osteoporosis based on measurement of bone mineral density [2] . The methods for measuring bone density can be divided into two groups: invasive and noninvasive techniques. Invasive technique is a bone biopsy that is the removal and histomorphological examination of bone tissue from the wing of the ilium, in order to measure density, strength and histological appearance for diagnosis, assessment and treatment in osteomalacia, osteoporosis, hyperparathyroidism and Paget's disease. The BMD value of invasive technique tends a truth. Non-invasive, safe and precise techniques for measuring BMD are available and have an important role in the detection, prevention and treatment of bone loss associated with aging, menopause and many illnesses affecting women and men. To monitor BMD value, a system with functions of mobile, automatic noninvasive measurement are required in order to be widely used at home. To develop this system, simplicity, cost and accuracy are important issues to discuss. Radiographic techniques are based on the absorption of the x-ray beam in bone tissue, which is converted by an algorithm to so-called BMD or equivalents. Bone mineral density is expressed as grams of mineral per area or volume. Bone mineral density is dependent on peak bone mass and amount of bone loss. The two most widely accessible and established techniques for measuring regional bone mineral density are Dual Energy X-ray Absorptiometry (DEXA) and Quantitative Computed Tomography (QCT). BMD supplemented by femoral geometry has been shown to be more predictive of breaking strength than BMD alone [3] . BMD measured by DEXA that is a primary predictor of osteoporotic fracture. Recent BMD can be measured by the areal and volume density. The areal Bone Mineral Density (aBMD) [4] is a measure relative to a two-dimensional cross-sectional area (g/cm2), while volumetric bone mineral density (vBMD) [5] is a measure of bone mass, related to the three-dimensional bone volume (g/cm3). The aBMD technique is called dual x-ray absorptiometry (DXA). The BMD is the bone mineral content divided by the area that is being scanned. It is an areal density not a true density. The vBMD technique is called Quantitative Computed Tomography (QCT). QCT [6] is the only noninvasive three dimensional (3D) bone mass measurement technique available. QCT reports a volumetric density (g/cm3) as opposed to the area density in (g/cm2) from other techniques. QCT scan uses multiple images that are a cross section image, but DEXA use only a single image. However, since only QCT measures true density, all other techniques, including DEXA, provide a two-dimensional image of the bone and present the result as BMD in (g/cm2), more accurately termed areal BMD. Since aBMD is influenced by gender, body size, geometry, quality and composition, using vBMD may more accurately reflect bone density [7] . Estimated volumetric Bone Mineral Density at the Femoral Neck (vFNBMD) is more Estimated volumetric Bone Mineral Density at the Femoral Neck (vFNBMD) is more sensitive than areal Bone Mineral Density at the Femoral Neck (aFNBMD).
Comprehensive three-dimensional (3D) information about the tissues can be obtained by Computerized Tomography (CT) imaging. The basic philosophy of CT is to use a large scanner to measure an extensive set of projections from full view angle for the 3D reconstruction. Reconstruction [8], [9] quality is extremely good, and CT scans are an indispensable part of radiology today. However, QCT imaging has some disadvantages such as high radiation dose, high equipment cost, international recognized training course. Therefore, the use of CT has been mainly limited to diagnosing serious diseases and it is typically utilized in large hospital units. Unfortunately QCT and DXA machines are not often found in hospital equipment, while radiographic devices are widely available. Consequently, the applicability of the system to conventional radiographic images was tested. A diagnostic method for telling whether a patient is suffering from osteoporosis or not is very important. Such a method makes it possible to start a treatment that can increase the bone mineral density to a level where the risk of fractures is reduced. Several such methods exist, some of them being based on x-ray image.
Related Work
Imaging techniques are widely used in medical practice. They have become an important tool in many areas, such as surgery planning and simulation, intra-operative navigation, radiotherapy planning, and tracking of the progress of diseases, etc. As a result, a lot of research work has been done in computer-aided medical image analysis. One method that has been extensively researched is reconstructing 3D bone models from biplanar x-ray images. Many of these 2D-3D registration techniques have focused on detection. Manually picking landmarks can provide accurate results in certain cases, but is too simplistic an approach for most applications as it can be sensitive to noise and the shape of the contour, especially in applications like the spine [10] . An obvious solution to this problem is incorporating active shape models and active appearance models [12] . Much of the work in this area, has focused on simplified shape models that only incorporate major landmarks or other prominent features on the bone. Deformable models have a many ways such as active contour [11], active shape [12] , and level set method [13] have also been used for medical image segmentation [15] . These methods are contour-based instead of region-based. So, they have the potential of extracting contours of body parts that do not contain homogeneous features. An important weakness of these approaches is that they typically require good initialization of the model contour. If the model is poorly initialized, these approaches can be easily affected by noise and extraneous edges in the image, resulting in incorrect segmentation of the regions.
This research concentrates on the method of constructive three-dimensional volume from two-dimensional image. There are several techniques. Some techniques use multiple 2D images while some techniques use a single 2D image for construction. The obtained image must be taken by radiation. If the body receives too much radiation then the body has a reaction. So we are interested to measure BMD from radiography.
Basic Principle
The 3D reconstruction from a single two-dimensional (2D) image can be done using the principle of x-ray attenuation because each object has a particular capability of ray absorption. Different objects with different depth can absorb different amounts of x-rays. Normally, the x-ray through the objects with different size has different intensity. The objectt size is proportional to the image intensity. Figure 1 , the x-ray with intensity is through objects with different sizes X and 2X. The object of size 2X is 2 times less capable than that of size X to let the ray go through it. This results in the intensity of the object of size 2X to have lower intensity than that on the object of size X. The x-ray intensity transmitted through a dense material is given by: [16] Fig. 1 The relationship between a size of object and intensity of radiation. The absolute depth in sphere object. has been analyzing the femur shape model, especially on the femur head which has a spherical shape. Thus we can find the center to be the reference point to calculate depth of the femur.
Methods
The goal of this research is to estimate vBMD (g/cm3) value from the volume of human femur. Figure 4 illustrates the proposed method. The first step is the femur extraction. First of all, we must enhance the x-ray image for detecting boundary of the femur bone. We want to extract only a femur without the hip. The second step is important for finding a reference point. In this case, we consider a femur head which looks like a sphere. If we know the center point of circle, we can obtain a diameter and intensity at midpoint . The midpoint of diameter is first reference point as well. The value of that point can represent with each point of region of interest (ROI). This step is semi-automatic step because it depends on midpoint which we obtain. In this method, the midpoint is the first reference point or the reference point that we must decide again. The new point uses data of the first midpoint for finding intensity and a depth at the new point. Thus the new point is the reference point. The third step is finding a volumetric estimation. We use the relation between the reference and each pixel for depth of each pixel. Finally, we obtain a volume of femur bone. The last step, we calculate the vBMD for osteoporosis diagnosis.
Contour Extraction
In system, a standard hip x-ray image shown in Fig. 4 is used as an input image to automatically extract femur contour. Bone contour extraction from x-ray image is a very important preprocessing step in computational analysis of medical imaging. The complexity is higher than that of CT and MR image segmentation because the regions delineated by bone contours are highly non-uniform in intensity and texture. Classical segmentation algorithms based on homogeneity are not applicable. Initialization points in (a) An accurate outline of the femur can be obtained using snake combine with GVF (b) (c) Shown the result of using snake without GVF.
is lower than its two neighbors along the gradient direction. The Canny edge detector [18] with a small smoothing effect is used to detect the boundary of femur head. Spurious edges with both low intensity value and low gradient magnitude values are removed. In brief, a pixel is marked as a non-edge point if 1) it is detected by Canny edge detector, 2) its intensity is lower than a threshold, and 3) it is edge magnitude is lower than the same threshold. When the Canny edge detector is directly applied to the femur images, it will either produce too much noise, if a lower threshold is used, or lose some actual edges at the femoral head (Fig. 5) . The idea is to preserve the edges at the femoral head and remove the noise at the same time by looking at the pixel intensity. Observation shows that the pixels on the bone region normally have higher intensity values than the noise.
Modified Active Contour Model with GVF
Active Contour Models (ACM) [19] are curves in an image domain which is movable under the influence of internal forces coming from within the curve itself and external forces computed from the image data. The internal and external forces are defined so that ACM will conform to an object boundary or other desired features within an image. The external force model that is closest in spirit to Gradient Vector Flow (GVF) is the distance potential forces. GVF uses the force balance as a starting point for designing a snake. We define a new static external force field called snake with the GVF field. The result of the modified Canny edge detector is shown in Fig. 6. 
Finding Reference Point
First of all, the femoral head must be detected and its diameter is calculated. The construction of the level lines depends on the normal of the contour points. The centroidradii model [20] samples a set of points from the outline of the object. A common approach is to use finite difference to estimate the derivative and hence derive the normal direction. To compute the normal of a contour point, neighborhood points around the point of interest is chosen. This set of points represents a segment of the contour. Given a set of points in 2D, two eigen-vectors and their eigenvalues are calculated. The eigenvector with the largest eigenvalues will point in the direction parallel to this segment of points and the other eigenvector gives the normal direction at the point of interest. Once the normal for each point on the contour has been calculated. After that the set of level lines can be computed. We must detect femoral head for finding femoral head diameter. Computing initial estimation of the level lines depends on the normal of the contour points and there are a few ways to compute the normal for a point on the contour. Let Pi and Pj denote the vector representation of two points on the contour and Ni and Nj be the unit normal. Then the line L(Pi, Pj) that connects points Pi and Pj is a level line if
In the current implementation, two orientations, V1 and V2 are similar i.e. two cases: the non-overlapping case and overlapping case. Figure 8 shows the concept of an overlap between midpoint and the pelvic bone region. Figure 8 (a) is a non-overlapping case that shows a value of a linear attenuation coefficient and the thickness of midpoint. We can use the values at the midpoint. Figure 8 (b) is the overlapping case. The midpoint is inside the pelvic bone region. The midpoint has three linear attenuation coefficients: the tissue, femoral head and pelvic bone. The midpoint is first determined. But the value of the midpoint cannot be related to the thickness of each pixel. Therefore, we must select another point not overlapped with the pelvic bone. Figure 9 (a) shows the 3D overlapped case, Figure 9 (b) shows the 2D plane for finding a new reference point value. The midpoint is not the reference point because it is not only the thickness of femur. It is the thickness of the femur bone and the pelvic bone. The midpoint is firstly determined as well. Therefore, we must move the midpoint to the new reference point that is moved within the femur head until outside the pelvic bone. We assume that the co-ordinate of new reference point of femur head ii (X, Y), while the co-ordinate of midpoint is (0, 0). Therefore, we obtain intensity I(X, Y) and the thickness t(X, Y) at the new reference point.
|V1•EV2)|• †0.98 (3)

Estimation of Volume
This method is based on the fact that absorption of x-rays in any material, such as bone mineral and soft tissue like fat and muscle, is a function of the x-ray energy as well as the material itself. Using this fact, it is possible to separate the contribution to the x-ray absorption due to bone from that due to soft tissue if the transmitted x-ray intensity is measured at two different discrete energies. Thus we get a diameter of femur head that is assumed to be a sphere. We consider the reference point about the overlapped case. After we recieved the reference point of femur head then using Eq. (8), we can calculate the relative depth between two points. The Volumetric estimation is the last step of the entire process. All the reconstruction results can be viewed directly in three-dimensional and in an interactive way. User can change the surface geometry in three dimensions. Figure 10 shows the depth of each pixel.
This section shows how the volume of dense bone can be computed from unprocessed radiography and how total bone volume can be obtained using geography model. For bone mineral density estimation, an image model is used to incorporate the photon energy and energy dependency of linear attenuation coefficients of the body. While the model is basically polychromatic, the relation we derive can be written in a monochromatic form with effective linear attenuation coefficients that depend on settings. All required parameters are obtained from x-ray machine. To make a quantitative measurement of the bone mineral density of for instance the forearm it is not sufficient to just let a mono-energetic x-ray beam penetrate the hip and measure the transmitted intensity. The reason for this is that the xrays will of course be attenuated by both bone and soft tissue (muscle and fat). Hence, it is impossible to separate the attenuation due to bone from that due to soft tissue. From the gradient vector flow, the energy function is:
The Table 1 The result measure of the geometrical objects (n=24) compared between object density and computed density. Table 2 Characteristic of experiment subject.
Substitute tb(xi, yi) from Eq. (14). Then,
Where ƒÅ is volume reference coefficient and can be computed by (20) 4.4 Estimation of Volumetric BMD Body weight was measured using an electronic balance scale (accurate to the nearest 0.1kg) and standing height (accurate to the nearest 0.1cm). Body mass index (BMI) was calculated as the ratio of weight (kg) over height squared (m2). The areal Femoral Bone Mineral Density (aFBMD), unit (g/cm2), was measured by DXA using the Hologic QDR4000 system, giving BMD results (in g/cm2). The areal Bone Mineral Density at the Femoral (aFBMD) is derived from the ratio of the femoral bone mineral content (FBMC) and the projected area of a skeletal region. The product of mass and area is not a true measure of density, which has units of mass and volume. To obtain an index of volumetric bone density (mass/volume), the volumetric Bone Mineral Density at the Femoral (vFBMD) was calculated by dividing FBMC by the volume of the skeletal sites of interest. While FBMC was obtained directly from the DXA output, the volume bone density of the region of interest was mathematically estimated using our method. Finally, we can obtain the BMD values.
Experimental Results
The most common method of measuring bone mass is x-ray diagrams, often used in clinical practice and research has also been the most thoroughly studied. Figure  11 shows the relation between sex, age and bone mineral density.
It presents aBMD Age and bone mineral density in men and women. Table 3 The result measure of the vBMD femurs (n=300) compared between vBMD of CT-SCAN and computed BMD. P<0.001. and vBMD. Table 3 is the comparison between the volume of femur measuring from CT-scan and that obtained using our method.
Discussion
The authors found that men had significantly higher FBMC, CSA and vBMD than women; however, the difference in aFBMD between men and women, using the usual aFBMD measure, disappeared when an estimate of vFBMD was used. The results presented in this paper demonstrate that a bone mineral density of the femur can be obtained from a single calibrated x-ray. The actual size, and hence the volume, of the bone remains unchanged, but the cortical regions get thinner and the bone shows osteoporosis. There is less specific bone tissue in relation to bone marrow and the additional space created is filled with fat. As far as the chemical composition is concerned osteoporosis bone is not distinguishable from normal and the relationship between organic matter and mineral is unchanged. One approach to this problem is to embed the examined body part in some material that resembles muscle and other types of soft tissue in terms of x-ray attenuation, for instance water. In this way the thickness of soft tissue and soft tissue equivalent material surrounding the bone is constant. The absorption profile will then show a fixed base line due only to absorption in soft tissue and the surrounding material (water). But our method can compute a real depth. Our method can compute the object depth even though it is not a real geometric shape as we can find the reference point compare to all points in the image.
Conclusion
This paper proposes a noninvasive bone volume measurement method from a single x-ray image using x-ray atten-uation on radiography and medical knowledge. This paper has demonstrated how the bone mineral density can be estimated in three dimensions even when only a single xray image is available. The medical knowledge is important because a geometrical shape can inform other dimensions. This research focused on the bone part whose shape we know. We can estimate the volumetric of the region of interest. This technical method shows the experimental results that show 3.23% difference in volume compared to the BMD of CT-SCAN, which are in good agreement. This research anticipate that useful information from the medical knowledge is improved, the automated estimation BMD of x-ray image can be obtained.
